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CHILDREN, SPOLIT THAT VECHILE OF PROP-ACTION, FEATURES 
ADAPTATION OF POTENTIALLY-PSYCHOLOICAL
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The article deals with adaptation and socialization of children with musculoskeletal system. Developmental 
delay in turn affects the poor communication with peers and eventually worsens the situation in their society. In 
children with impaired motor areas regardless of their origin is often violated adequate perception of the world, 
there has been aggressive behavior and hyperemotivity. In addition, the negative impact on children, restricted 
movements, improper home education, in which children become even more unmanageable, with increased atten-
tion from parents to their injury, or vice versa, the children there are various systems on this basis. Adaptation of 
children with disorders of the musculoskeletal system to life in modern society is complicated not only by the fact 
that limited their ability to perform other actions available in the labor process, teaching, learning, but also personal 
attendant strains and other psychological problems. Many of these children are diffi culties in communication, mani-
fested, for example, in the form of verbal and physical aggression, inability to make contact, common mistakes in 
interpreting the intentions and actions of another – adult or peer, etc. Socialization of children with musculoskeletal 
regarded mainstream sociology disability foreign and domestic researchers also quite fruitful. In the scientifi c lit-
erature presented as generalizing the theory of disability (Abberley, Albrecht G.L., Barnes C., Barton L., Susman J., 
Corkek M., Shakespeare T., L. Treloar, Marin B., Prinz C., T. Zhulkovska, E.R. Yarskaya-Smirnov) and some as-
pects of the analysis of livelihoods and rehabilitation of children with disabilities.

Keywords: violation of the musculoskeletal system, cerebral palsy, children with disabilities, socialization and adaptation 
of children with disorders of the musculoskeletal system

On in our time pore in our the country con-
ceivable limit increase number of children,storage 
is sensible, knowledge and to the question this 
industries social of defence to pay attention re-
quires. Look my of societies “limit child conceiv-
able a year considered” changing, became better 
turned on time one the member my societies to 
look them. Possibility children, that examined 
leader in limit children тап on time, cerebral in 
the state of paralysis is psychological and features 
development of phixiologicalon basis labours of 
B.P. Puzanov, E.S. Kalizhnyuk, V.V. Lebeden-
skyit was described [1]. 

One prop-action vehicle is spoilt children 
cerebral a paralysis – psychological develops 
motion according to very diffi cult category 
teaches and brings up motion vehicle wounds 
oneself direction in accordance gets organized. 
Prop-action vehicle is spoilt children intellec-
tual and psychical development feature and 
physiological melody corresponding surrounds 
man talks relation very sensible and any weak 
to the changes observant. Such the children 
very impressionable, it is possible easily to of-
fend them, lost it балалардакез-келген formed 
to the state unpleasant look. Viz., defect edge 
of motion unites social by relations coming, 
that your the viburnum infl uences general to 
development of psyche, is sober.

Especially is from life coevals of her early 
childhood life of children, spoilt that vehicle 
of Prop-action, beginning just right. Children 
motion defects, psychomotor and possibili-
ties conversation doing presence of attempts, 
that was directed increasing remaining behind 
destroys defects associate parents, looks [2]. 
Possibility runs around limit these the children 

-different permanent to the patients specialists: 
orthopaedist, nevrapotolog, internist, speech 
therapist and etc specialists. Them in system 
kind medicinal therapy and, physiotherapy 
means for treatment, accept. Children accept 
frequent means for treatment it is constrained 
much in the state, time for a long time lies in 
hospitals. It tears caress of parents viburnum. 
That time, when parents came, at children them 
my the winter, agitation, that a conscience was 
conceived hundredth to the result of means for 
treatment associate, looks tracks of dissatisfac-
tion. Сhildren patient cured leaves possibility 
parents complete viburnum health press pays 
attention, talks idea children talks affectionate 
two plan tremble. On sometimes, parents what 
do not ask for children that, comes, exact what 
they do, needed be, decides. Here, beginning 
from it time your the viburnum formed on time 
of personality spoilt. At fi rst error in family in-
fl uences children are formed in pathological the 
state education. If we are, will lean to the result 
research, to the children what said, edge meets 
solicitude 80 %. Wish of presence this Parents 
try to carry out, exchange act of this to it [3].

On sometimes, possibility comes in limit 
family of children – is strong factor, changes 
that look domestic the state. These the states 
bring psychological the state mother to change. 
Your conducts head well-known pores crisis of 
parents the state personality.

Emotional uniting uncontact: this of moth-
er the state on a pore: unassisted, fear.Itpore 
diffi cult parents not on strained on a shoe tree 
to understand information, that was taken. To 
the State, there was that in that, considers guilt-
ily, it test becomes stronger, dissatisfaction, 
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that said, high. Acts and, brought that sense of 
guilt them to the patient of children, bring com-
fortable sorrow in sorrow error. That sense of 
capriciousness said to the children, edge brings 
in solicitude [4].

To deny, inverting is a pore: associate, that 
constancy in family and well-known level one 
the hope to keep, it is necessary to the circum-
stance, at that were functions of inverting. Asso-
ciate That inverting smothers emotional, meth-
od, that was directed to lose worry, is. Viz. not 
to Acknowledge, in diffi cult phase denial vibur-
num of parents to check from to conduct refus-
es. It specifi es reaction of defensive for parents. 
Looking they a doubt on competence of doctor, 
attributing to the specialists except for verifi ca-
tion intends. On it pore “coping-behavior” de-
velops: beginning from medical establishment, 
closes pass to different to the towitch-doctors. 
“Such magic equipped search” real the state to 
accept distorting, children come in the world 
strained on a shoe tree to adaptation parents an 
obstacle compels to come [5].

To Grieve, sense of that malice is, isolated 
to bring maybe.Children the state gets better 
not, your the viburnum brings “social to the 
middle not can to adapt” long phrustration to 
be on a share on psychical and physical ap-
proach for parents. It pore depression for par-
ents to measure deeply characterizes[6].

Emotional unites, adapts, children sick is 
acknowledges: real question power directs 
only looks, pays attention, patient children 
education occupies allows. Examining use-
ful, correct travelling for children of parents 
on it pore, different decision searches. Par-
ents valuing on pore association self children, 
loving begin emotional. Your limit viburnum 
understands Mother possibility the state ar-
rival in the world, to acknowledge needed be. 
Real look, children said that defect for parents, 
formed begins. That pays attention from sor-
row children become interested beginning, to 
try appeal surrounding an environment relation 
needed. Confi dence, that said along parents, to 
fall down, worry on high level brings in psy-
chological health breakage of parents [7]. 

Psychological basic criteria health to sur-
rounding to the environment adapt, strained 
on a shoe tree level worry and adequate rela-
tion, that said, known. If so be, necessity limit 
children educator self social to the middle by 
adjustment of possibility by parents is con-
ceived. For parents strained on a shoe tree to 
be psychological health, to the children them 
on connection, that said, carries out large role. 
Therefore viburnum, spoilt that vehicle of 
prop-action, conducted with parents educator 
psychological works it is necessary [8].

Stands psychologist in it the state in fi rst 
ditch role. To the act of mother duty of Psy-

chologist – to promote confi dence, that said, it 
act can explain necessity to carry out. Though 
quite fi rst pedagogical acts without result take 
place, to the psychologist necessary to render 
support to the mother in any the state. Offers 
methods of this work of psychologist with par-
ents for her: to the parents to specify methods 
work with children; lessons, that was led by 
a psychologist, compendium; to carry out with 
children tasks of house; to read literatures, that 
was offered by a psychologist; creative idea, 
can carry out; to correct psychological health 
parents, to develop social adaptability, to pro-
mote confi dence, leads training, that was dedi-
cated to reduce level of worry, works [9].

Named fact is taken into account the state, 
prop-action vehicle is spoilt children psixocor-
rection work program sotial-psixological ad-
aptation develops is envisaged, psychological 
training kind propagates hardens, them parents 
and directs is correct.

Children brings up motion years feature 
takes into account sits, a decision accepts 
coulisse, – providing, labour, discipline cul-
ture, collective works takes as level drives in 
is necessary. Such the education of children 
needs understand mutually well and to look 
them right by a look to the future importance 
education superiority. Invalid, children, in 
family to bring up meets against two kind 
one – fi rst my black. One the kind them fully 
provides detailed, material side children par-
ents “limit”, viz., deeply measuring glancing 
but to the world fur coat of this spiritual to 
the necessity gives not [10]. Quite a vibur-
num punishes sometimes. Children in family 
of this go down on depression as an interior, 
to love of mothers, to love shooting – not de-
servingly talk think. Them heartfelt the state – 
a melody got down, mistrust a benefi t. On de-
velopment of language what will come from 
it, cognizableness activity on is formed, on 
education different defects were on a share, 
falling down, level of knowledge to stop.

Two viburnum one the state to solicitude cou-
lisse, such the parents edge held too emptily “guilt 
at child” sense it, caresses. Statement of came 
Ramble tries to carry out. Children, that grew in 
such the middle, comes modest. The being unreli-
ably, grows thinly. Are side of what social develop, 
such the children different to diffi culties.

Possibility, limit child in nowadays time, to 
form takes very basic place Special develop-
ment of pedagogic question infl uence. It ques-
tion on to decide social localization of offi ce 
workers special. Social teacher is an offi ce 
worker of establishment what special(to cor-
rect) form, he all the representatives(teacher, 
psychologist, doctor, social offi ce workers, 
right to protect offi ce workers of organs, la-
bour collective and parents) of institutes and 
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personalities, at that and other declared one-
self interest, on dense connection. Social ba-
sic aim act of teacher in special(to correct) es-
tablishments is below: to do positive the state 
development(body, socially, spiritually and de-
velopment of reason) personality of children; 
on social adaptation children complex to give 
help; in vital space a viburnum protects; fi n-
ishing graduating students are professionally 
directed I to the following to adaptation of life 
gives help from boarding-school [11].

Prop-action vehicle is spoilt children an ed-
ucator parents head goes down not hurts dimin-
ishes aim a government 6 children one social of-
fi ce worker gives children and them parents for 
large help. These offi ce workers district labour, 
scope and people comes from department social 
of defi ance work. Filled up Therefore possibility 
your limit viburnum my society in line forming 
of to feel on time of member localization, takes 
that social offi ce worker, is special.

Social possibility of offi ce worker limit 
to the parents of children correctly to develop 
them and on aim education below suggestions 
give: getting it right feature of children, to ac-
cept; to the children economy patience love to 
show itself; to the children to worry inwardly 
unpleasant constantly shooting-right there 
were mothers, to try not to compel to notice; 
works associate to the way of life of house on 
possibility to carry out together with children; 
touch children are coevals on frequent connec-
tion done infl uence; children connection dowry 
constantly supports surrounding an environ-
ment fl ow to show itself, connection not tears 
to check; beret of help, with special by special-
ists to be on dense connection very important 
be, constantly taking into account to sit it is 
necessary to the children [12].

Prop-action vehicle is spoilt children psix-
ological-pedagogical straightens up, children 
fate medical remedies responsible tutor, doc-
tor, social offi ce worker unites parents dense 
connection work carries out only, they societies 
fi lled up member one time travelling is opened.

Prop-action vehicle is spoilt children 
teaches and basic duty row brings up chil-
dren personality forms fully, the cognizable-
ness attempt development, me societies even 
in a right member one time middle is added be.

Certainly, questions, that lead work found 
not, though on today’s a day limit child possi-
bility, fl ow decision, suffi ciently. Lines antici-
pating That is carried out works for experience 
exchanging exposure needed.

Saws social pedagogical tendency prop-
action vehicle is spoilt children fi rst moment 
a help gives for this is family, I lives sits mid-
dle investigate, discusses takes, me a viburnum 
lives social middle mixes, drives in, socializa-
tion question active compel to participate pos-

sibility give birth. This of the last name cor-
rectly uniting in only the state social tendency 
of pedagogics, able to resist different social 
to the obstacles, to form, cultural, industrious 
physical person maybe be. These the qualities 
to allow to touch to master limit psychology 
of children deeply, conversant for conceivable 
needed along children [13].

On socially to drive in, works of what spe-
cial correct, defects on to bring up to win united 
for name that, to unite it is necessary and her as 
early begin on so social adaptations effective.

This is a level I aspiration values teach-
er’s, parents of reader and, connections be-
tween by companions to the state for restore 
very important [14]. 

That together, possibility limit stages child 
this values me aims strained on a shoe tree ap-
proach formed, the future me quick in the uptake, 
cultural, form and world view high is, mother-
land’s matched citizen is large оf course there is. 

Future generation, there is that possibility of 
especially limit child, uncontact travelling did not 
get,correct development personality of they on ap-
proach to examine system extremely important.
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